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About This Game

The city builder strategy game Imperium Romanum is set in the time-honoured Roman Empire and players will marvel in the
incredible attention to detail when working on a strategy to build a well organised, prosperous and commanding settlement. As

governor of a Roman province, the fortune very much lies in the players own hands.
Imperium Romanum is packed with a variety of new features to enhance the gameplay such as a complete overhaul of the
graphic engine, a mass of authentic historical buildings such as the world famous Circus Maximus or Gladiator schools.

The Emperor Expansion pack takes the player to voyage through ancient history, from cold Britannia via the wild forests of
Germania to the fertile Nile Delta in Cleopatra's Egypt.

19 challenging, new scenarios at historic places such as Aquae Sulis (Bath), Hadrians Wall, Massilia or Treverorum will require
all your comprehensive economic and strategic leadership abilities to succeed. Not only your competence, but also your

exposure with religion and the Roman deities like Jupiter or Venus will play an important role to accomplish your mission as a
Roman governor.

Will you be able to earn the mercy of the gods and rule the empire successfully?
Features

Contains Imperium Romanum full version plus the AddOn "Emperor Expansion"

Improved battle system with siege machines

Vivid game environments with change of day and night as well as weather changes
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New historically accurate settings, units and event

New currency and improved trade mechanics

Crime, riots and natural disasters

Many new units (i.e. Equites — Roman horsemen)

Historically authentic buildings (Circus Maximus, Colosseum, Insulate etc.)

Interactive mission-mode: Activate each task when you want

Construction of bridges, fortifications, city walls, and aqueducts

Stunning, epic soundtrack

Photorealistic and lively 3D-environment
Features for Emperor Expansion

Enhanced graphics and new building designs

4 new, challenging campaigns:

  Conquest of Britannia

  Wilds of Germania

  Colonization of Africa

  Caesar's Civil War

19 new, comprehensive scenarios

Bigger maps for Ceasar's Civil War campaign

Many new task tablets and additional speech

New game speed level and larger maps

Religion and 5 deities influence the gameplay

Includes all prior released value packs and patches
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Title: Imperium Romanum Gold Edition
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2008
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English,French,German
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This surelly is a beta.
But it is playable. I am not that sure about the current price being worth the product.
But i do say this is a enjoyable scary game

It has multiplayer so i went on a adventure with a friend. You can not fight back so as soon hell breaks loose we sh%t bricks and
got lost from each other. Finding each other was the new challange in a house of many dangers.

The sounds are really well done and the graphix are ok. But graphix are not everything.

Anyway i suck at writing revieuws but i recomend the game to everyone who would like a scary experience expect many
glitches and scares! And remember, you can hear her coming.... This game is really fun for such an early release, and I'm
definitely looking forward to seeing the progress!. The Witcher 3 and Final Fantasy had a child in ancient China..
HARDWARE: Windows 10, i5 3570, GTX 1070. No crashes, good framerate.

A clever concept, a series of room puzzles in a clockwork dungeon setting, in which you spend your limited abilities to move,
defeat monsters and bypass traps; choose poorly and you die. There is some randomness, but success mostly depends on your
learning how to properly use your abilities without wasting moves.

The game has a light story wrapper to guide you through the various levels, and a good, solid tutorial to teach you how to play.
Voiceovers are a little weak; you can tell it's non-Brits attempting British accents, but overall the production values are good..
Great game! Love it <3. Good gameplay but I can't get any sound.. yo this♥♥♥♥♥♥was 9 cents so i hooked up all my friends
with this♥♥♥♥♥♥lmfaooooooooooooooooooo. One of the most creative and consistent rock bands of all time, I can't do
anything else than recommend this, Rush is amazing and probably my favorite band.

I think a 2112 pack would be perfect to go with as the Rush Song Pack III, even though the priests wont like it ;). This is a short
but sweet little game.

The story has a quite a few fun little in-jokes if you're into the streaming scene. The story is pretty convoluted, but does the job.
I got the game on sale, don't know that I'd pay $10 for it, but I think <$5 and you'll be alright.

It's got a few minor frustrating UI issues, such as your little players sometimes being hard to select, and it can be a little tricky to
follow what everyone is doing but those issues aside the game is short and sweet.

I didn't find it particularily hard, just a bit grindy at points, but never too much considering the length of the game.

Some useful QoL things I missed until late in the game:
- You can upgrade your rooms, I didn't notice the left\/right arrows in the interface at first and assumed this was coming later in
the game, so didn't discover it until the end
- You can put your VR scrim guys outside of your building to do the challenge so as not to take up space inside your building.
- You can sort the skills in the challenge map menu when choosing players by clicking the icon (awesome feature once I found
it)
- You can and should fire\/kill characters with bad stats. You can do it by dragging them to the bottom right corner of the screen
(the bin)
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Amazing game. Bets football anywhere. Been playing for over 10 years. 10 out of 10!. Helicopter with cancer. meh, not bad. It's
is actually fun. Key will not activate. Jumped through all the hoops with Capcom customer support to try to get the key added to
the database, and they just locked me out of my account on the customer support page with no way to contact anyone. Capcom
customer service is TERRIBLE.

DO NOT BUY THIS. DON'T EVEN BOTHER IF IT'S FREE.

Edit: I have changed this review in response to a gesture from Steam Customer Support. They have offered me a credit along
with removal of this title from my library.

THANK YOU, STEAM/VALVE. I won't say another bad word about customer support.

Capcom has not earned it yet.. Being a man of more than a few years I remember and loved the old Sentinel. Although feeling a
bit striped down and a slight change to the rules, it has not lost the tension and occasional frantic activity. This is one of those
rare, simple but great games. Recommended to all those puzzle lovers who enjoy a bit of tension.
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